Omicron found in Minnesota

No global deaths related to variant yet confirmed

STEVE KARNOWSKI

The nation confirmed its sec-
ond case of the omicron corona-
virus variant Thursday, with the
infector found in a Minneapolis
resident. The CDC in a release
stated the individual developed mild
symptoms on Nov. 22 and was tested
two days later. The person had traveled
to New York City during a pre-sym-
ptom experience and has since
recovered.

Omicron was first detected in
South Africa and is known for its
large number of mutations. Lab-
ors have found up to 30 in the v

stick or cease transmission. Be-
cause genome sequencing of viral samples can take weeks for results, and not all cases are actually
thought, the variant has been considered too fragmentary to be
fully understood.

Meanwhile, the first case of omicron was verified Wednesday in California.

The virus is now confirmed to be more transmissible, though it
delta. It is also estimated that each omicron infection will lead to
globally, nationally and locally, and it is anticipated that omicron
infections in the U.S. due to its quick spread earlier.

Dr. Mathew Binnicker, vice
chief of Pulmonary, Department of
Laboratory Medicine and
Pathology at Mayo Clinic, says
early data from South Africa indicates symptoms is also likely transmissible, but it is unknown
whether as much or more COVID.

If someone does begin to
overbear allels ca: it, it
would indicate the former is in-
duced more prevalent.

Of concern is the number of mutations in omicron. Binnicker
said that, while the efficacy of
cure, the virus needs to replicate its genome, and whenever
as process can occur, this
increase transmission, ev-
ience of immune response, or risk of causing disease.

Labored a variant of concern by
the World Health Organiza-
tion, omicron has around 50 mutations, including about 50 in
the spike protein, which vac-
cines are designed to neutralize.

The large number of mutations
could possibly result in a signifi-
cantly resistant to the existing
COVID-19 vaccines, with a poten-
tial to neutralize in protection from some diseases. Hospitalization, or
imunity built from previous
infections, is anticipated.

Binnicker said there have now been confirmed, and vaccc-
inated individuals who receive
infection and spread of omicron,
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As part of Miller Ingenuity’s annual Employee Giving Campaign, nominations for charitable organizations were
solicited via all-employee surveys, and two organizations, Team Vogel vs. Cancer and Win-
ona Area Boys & Girls, were selected by employees as the beneficiaries.

During recent campaign col-
lections, it was announced that employees raised and pledged $13,912, which, with the company
matching that amount, for a to-
al of $27,824, with the donations
at the two organizations.

Team Vogel vs. Cancer was
selected by 54% of employees while Winona Area Boys & Girls was selected by 46% of
employees.

The survey campaign saw a
significant increase 54% employee participation rate.

Along with the increased
number of employees for continu- ingly giving efforts beyond their
help to our community organizations, Binnicker said.

He encouraged employees to
uphold our company’s values
for charitable giving.

It is important for our Winona
community and our employees
in any way that they can so that we
continue to receive those impor-
tant resources and services.

I hope that our employees
campaign will inspire other local communities and leadership
to do the same.

Do not miss this opportunity
to support our community
organizations of your choice.

For more information about the
Miller Ingenuity Employee Giving Campaign, visit winonamorningnews.com/Miller
Ingenuity.
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A new demonstrator sits on a cement barrier with a Daunte Wright poster, Thursday outside the
in Minnesota. The Minneapolis police of-
officer Kim Potter, who is white, is charged with manslaughter in the April 11 shooting of Wright, a 20-year-old Black resident, following a traffic stop in Brooklyn Center.

Kim Potter, 49, is charged with first- and second-degree
involuntary manslaughter in the April 11 shooting of Wright, a 20-year-old Black resident, following a traffic stop in Brooklyn Center.

Potter, who is white, has said she meant to use her tear gas
when she pulled away from officers while they were
trying to arrest him, but that
she drew her handgun by mis-
understanding.

Katie Wright, the mother of Daunte Wright, left, and his father,
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MINNEAPOLIS — Jury se-
lected Friday and Thursday
to try the lead Minneapolis
police officer in the death of
 Daunte Wright, the stop that
led to the 20-year-old Black man's
death.

Kim Potter, 49, is charged with first- and second-degree
involuntary manslaughter in the April 11 shooting of Wright, a 20-year-old Black resident, following a traffic stop in Brooklyn Center.
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